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Abstract. This paper addresses the comparison of Pitch Detection Algorithms 
working on a cycle to cycle basis. An alignment problem between detected and 
reference pitch contours is described and a Dynamic Time Warping procedure 
to correct it is proposed. The method is evaluated using hand-marked real sig-
nals and three well known Pitch Detection Algorithms. Results demonstrate the 
occurrence of shifts in practice and the usefulness of the proposed Dynamic 
Time Warping procedure. 
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1   Introduction 

Pitch (T0) determination is one of the most common and needed tasks in speech proc-
essing. The requirements of each specific application (e.g. speech coding in commu-
nications systems, prosodic and intonation analysis in phonetics, or perturbation 
measurements in clinical studies) are different, causing the proliferation of a large 
number on Pitch Determination Algorithms (PDAs). The most extensive work in 
categorization and compilation of PDAs is the one by Hess ([1], later updated in [2]). 
The number of available PDAs continues to grow each year (e.g. Interspeech-2007 
dedicated 2 sessions to pitch extraction) due to the absence of a definitive reliable and 
accurate solution for the different applications. The evaluation and comparison of the 
performances of this large number of PDAs results of paramount importance. How-
ever, there is no standard comparison procedure for this task. 

This paper addresses the latter topic, in the group of PDAs capable of tracking cy-
cle-to-cycle T0 contours, specifically oriented to pathologic voices. The remaining of 
this section describes some methodological aspects of cycle-to-cycle PDAs and its 
comparison, revealing an unreported inconsistency of some measures. 

1.1   Cycle-to-Cycle Pitch Determination 

PDAs can be broadly categorized in “short-term” PDAs (working on “small” analysis 
frames where signal can be considered stationary and contain several pitch pulses, but 
yielding a single estimate of T0 for the whole frame) and cycle-to-cycle PDAs. The 
latter PDAs work over even smaller frames and provide individual pitch markers, and 
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hence, a more detailed T0 contour. This detailed T0 contour is required to obtain most 
of the time-domain perturbation measures used in Vocal Quality assessment (i.e. 
jitter, shimmer, and many forms of harmonics-to-noise ratios). 

Any types of cycle-to-cycle PDA can provide the necessary T0 contour for the cal-
culation of perturbation measures in clinical applications. However, there is a general 
consensus ([3],[4],[5],[6],[7]) in that Waveform Matching (WM) techniques are the 
most precise T0 estimators. An exception to the reported overall superior performance 
of WM techniques is found in [8] but for very broad search ranges (40-800 Hz) and 
out of the scope of perturbation measures. In addition, many cycle-to-cycle PDAs 
work “refining” an existing T0 estimate or “mean” (T0E), known in synthetic signals, 
and obtainable by different means in real signals (e.g. manually by visual inspection 
in [9], from a low pass filtered version of the signal in [3] or using a short-term PDA 
as in the Praat system [10]). The existence of such T0 estimate allows the use of 
narrow search ranges (Sr), avoiding the occurrence of some of the errors more ac-
counted for in several studies, like doubling or halving the actual T0. 

1.2   Measures of Performance 

The performance of the PDAs is measured according to the similitude between the 
detected T0 contour (Td(n)) and a reference contour (Tr(n)). When comparing short-
term PDAs, “n” is the frame index, while in cycle-to-cycle PDAs it stands for the 
pulse index. A brief survey of representative measures of performance follows. For 
practical purposes, measures are grouped in two categories: “reliability” measures, 
which account for how frequently the PDA misses the right T0, and “accuracy” 
measures, accounting for the magnitude of the differences between Td(n) and Tr(n). 

1.2.1   Reliability Measures 
Voicing Determination: Subdivided into Voiced/Unvoiced (V/U) and Un-
voiced/Voiced (U/V) errors ([11][4][8][7]). Mostly relevant for short term PDAs, can 
be excluded from the analysis in perturbation measures, where voicing is a prerequi-
site and can be determined by other means. 

Gross Errors (GE): Number of times the difference among the two contours is 
greater than a certain threshold th. Most of the time the threshold is normalized to 
Tr(n) and given in percent (5% in [12], 20% in [4] and [8]), although absolute values 
have also been used (5 samples in [17], 1 ms in [11] and [13], 10 Hz in [14]). 

Pitch Insertions and Deletions (PI / PD): Sometimes included in GE (in [8] GE is 
further divided into “too low” and “too high”, and “too low” errors were linked to the 
detection of subharmonics). In [7] the occurrence of PI and PD was connected to the 
detection of multiples and submultiples, respectively, of the true T0 (Tr(n)). In [16] a 
change (increment or reduction) in the number of detected pulses is also linked to the 
detection of multiples and submultiples of Tr(n), whenever Td(n) falls outside of the 
range 0.75Tr(n)<Td(n)<1.5Tr(n). In perturbation measures, if the estimate of Tr is 
available (T0E), it is be possible to limit Sr (the search range of Td), and this type of 
errors would not occur. Sr is usually symmetrical to T0E and given relative to it, estab-
lishing that T0E(1-Sr)<Td(n)< T0E(1+Sr). Different values for Sr have been used: 10% 
in [9] and [23], 5-15% in [3], 15% in [15], 20% in [10]. The symmetrical limit to Sr 
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avoiding the detection of multiples and submultiples of T0 is 33% (i.e. being the 
maximum less than twice the minimum), an option to the asymmetrical range in [16]. 

1.2.2   Accuracy Measures 
Root Mean Squared (RMS) measures of Fine Errors: Used as the complementary 
measure to GE, measures the mean squared value of the differences among Td(n) and 
Tr(n), when the differences are smaller than the same threshold th used to determine 
GE. Slight differences exist across studies, e.g. the RMS is most of the times calcu-
lated using the absolute differences ([17][14][4][13]) in milliseconds, but also normal-
izing the differences by the Tr(n) value [6] and removing the mean error [11]. 

Jitter Values: The values of jitter for the reference and detected contours can be com-
pared, and the difference would yield an estimate of the PDA’s success. There are 
many formulas to account for jitter (see [18] for some variants), although a represen-
tative expression is given by (1), the first order perturbation: 
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which is the one used in [3] and [6]. The usefulness of Δα=|αd - αr| is criticized in [6] 
by noting that two constant but different Td(n) and Tr(n) would yield the same value 
of αd= αr =0, thus giving a perfect coincidence in spite of being the contours different. 
The criticism can actually be extended: there are infinite pairs of random contours 
Td(n) and Tr(n) which yields coincident αd and αr of any value, not only zero. In spite 
of this inconsistency, perturbation measures like α form the core of the reported com-
parisons among the PDAs of commercial systems [19][20][21][22][16]. 

Average Normalized Difference: Non-RMS measures of the difference between Td(n) 
and Tr(n) have also been proposed [23]. An expression close to the definition of “α” 
in (1) which can be interpreted as the “jitter” introduced by the PDA (and named “β” 
following the suggestion in [6] as a necessary complement to “α”) is: 
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Only measures considering differences between Tr(n) and Td(n) (like “β” or the 
ones in the RMS group) can reveal the accuracy of a PDA. The use of measures like 
Δα is justified only when Td(n) and  Tr(n) are not available to the researcher. 

1.3   Non Reported Failure of Existing Measures of Performance 

The existing set of measures of performance and comparison procedures do not ac-
count for the occurrence of shifts in the Td contour. Figure 1 shows a segment com-
prising pulses 25-36 of Td(n) (circles) and Tr(n) (squares) for a given signal. In terms 
of the difference between Td(n) and Tr(n) and using a th=10% there are six GE in the 
interval (pulses 28-33). However, five out of these six “erroneous” Td(n) correspond 
to Tr(n+1). In terms of perturbation measures, Td(n) follows the “true” variability of 
Tr(n) with the exception of two GE, the one in pulse 28 (which “shifted” the contours) 
and the one in pulse 33, which by coincidence restored the alignment. 
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Fig. 1. Example of shift between Td(n) (circles) and Tr(n) (squares) 

It must be noted that no PD occurred in Td(n) to make Td(27)=Tr(27) and 
Td(28)=Tr(29). No PI occurred either in the realignment error in pulse #33. The num-
ber of pitch markers is not changed by these “shifting” errors. Shifting errors are a 
non-reported type of errors, which may be included in GE for their magnitude but, 
unlike “normal” GE, require additional steps in aligning the compared contours. It 
must also be noted that, even with a narrow Sr avoiding the detection of multiples and 
submultiples, PIs and PDs can actually occur. Cumulative errors in the same direc-
tion can cause an actual difference in the number of pitch marks in the two contours. 
These PIs and PDs are different from the ones described in [7] and [16] since they do 
not occur in the time-span of a single pulse (which is not possible due to the Sr limit), 
but over several pulses. Previous works using narrow Sr have also overlooked the 
possibility of occurrence of “cumulative” PIs and PDs. 

2   Time Warping of Td and Tr 

To account for the errors described in section 1.3. and allow the comparison of Td(n) 
and Tr(n), both contours should be aligned with respect to the corresponding pulse 
indexes. This can be performed by means of a dynamic time warping (DTW) proce-
dure similar to the ones used in speech recognition systems. 

We define the time series of pitch markers positions Pd(nd) and Pr(nr) such that 
Td(nd)=Pd(nd+1)-Pd(nd) and Tr(nr)=Pr(nr+1)-Pr(nr). Note that pulse indexes for the 
detected and reference contours have been separated in nd and nr, respectively. The 
knowledge of Pd(nd) and Pr(nr) allows the setting of relevant index constraints to the 
time warping algorithm. 

For notation brevity, we define a one-point pitch contour distance function D(a,b) 
as D(a,b)=|Td(nd+a)-Tr(nr+b)|. This way, a Boolean condition for the occurrence of a 
GE for a given position in nd and nr is GEcond = (D(0,0) > th). The condition for an 
apparent need of shifting Td to the left can be written, checking two points: 

SLcond = ( D(0,-1) < th ) AND ( D(1,0) < th ) AND ( Pr(nr) > Pd(nd) ) 
The check for two pulse lengths coincidences is performed to increase the certainty 

that a correction is needed. Comparing more than two pulses can have negative  
effects, since all the compared pulses should maintain the same shift and no GE oc-
cur. The additional check regarding the positions of the current couple of markers 
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(Pr(nr) > Pd(nd)) is included to guarantee that their time positions are coherent with 
the apparent required shift. 

A need of a correction to the right can similarly be tested by: 
SRcond = ( D(0,1) < th ) AND ( D(-1,0) < th ) AND ( Pr(nr) < Pd(nd) ) 
A shift of Td to the right with respect to Tr can be performed by decrementing nd to 

nd-1, while the shift of the contour to the left would be achieved with an increment. 
However, we preferred to perform the “left shift” of Td by actually reversing Tr (set-
ting nr=nr-1). Making the corrections always backwards allows the alignment of a 
larger number of contour points. 

We perform the correction of shifts due to actual changes in the number of detected 
pulses (occurrence of PIs or PDs) whenever: 

PDcond = Pd(nd-1) ≥ Pr(nr+1) 
PIcond = Pd(nd+1) ≤ Pr(nr-1) 

The alignment procedure proposed in this work is depicted in the flowchart in  
Figure 2. 

GE=0; PI=0; PD=0; 
SL=0; SR=0; 

nd=2; nr=2 

PDcond
PD=PD+1 

nr=nr+1
Check-End 

PIcond
PI=PI+1 
nd=nd+1

Check-End 

G Econd

Td’(nr)=Td(nd)

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No
No

SRcond
SR=SR+1 

nd=nd-1
Yes

No GE=GE+1 

SLcond
SL=SL+1 

nr=nr-1
Check-End 

Yes

No

nr=nr+1 
nd=nd+1 

Check-End 

 

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the alignment procedure devised 

As a result of the algorithm, an “aligned” detected contour (Td’(n)) is obtained, 
comparable pulse by pulse to the reference contour Tr(n). The number of GE, PD, PI, 
SL and SR (shifts to left and right, respectively) is also reported. When the algorithm 
ends (by reaching the limit of pulses in either Td or Tr) the Td’ contour can be com-
pared to Tr in the same pulse indexes. 
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3   Experiments 

The proposed comparison procedure was evaluated by testing three well known WM 
variants (the one in [9], its modification in [3] and the super-resolution method in 
[23]) against handmarked real signals. These WM PDAs have shown better perform-
ance than other cycle-to-cycle [3] and short term PDAs [4][6][7], but a direct com-
parison among them has not been performed. To evaluate the actual occurrence in real 
signals of the different types of shifts described, samples were taken from the Massa-
chussets Eye and Ear Infirmary / Kay Elemetrics Database [24]. Since the database is 
not annotated, handmarking of individual pitch epochs was required. To save time, a 
screening procedure was applied, consisting of several steps, to select a reduced set of 
signals (namely a dozen) which should result representative for our purposes. The 
steps of the screening procedure, and their results, are the following: 

1st: Evaluate only pathological samples. This reduces the number of signals from 
710 to 657. 

2nd: Use signals where at least one of the considered methods fails. To guarantee 
this failure, an unsupervised run (unchecked T0E estimate) of the three methods was 
performed. The median of the resulting T0 from the classic AMDF short-term PDA 
[25], with search range from 80 to 600 Hz, was used as the T0E for the WM methods. 
Signals where non-significant differences (12%) were found among the WM methods 
were discarded. This reduced the number of signals to consider to 108. 

3rd: Spectrographic check: The spectrogram of the 108 signals were inspected to 
suppress signals where the AMDF T0E estimate resulted wrong (15) and completely 
aperiodic signals (58). This step left 39 signals to consider. 

4th: Oscilographic check: Two factors further reduced the number of signals when 
visually inspected in the time domain. 15 signals showed a time-varying pattern that 
made impossible to uniquely define the pitch marker to use. From the remaining 24 
signals, equal numbers were more adequately marked by the main positive peak (12) 
and by the negative peak (12). To make the handmarking process more uniform, it 
was decided to use only the signals which favored the positive peak markers. 

The hand marking process produced 1597 pitch markers (average F0=133 Hz). 

4   Results 

The alignment procedure was performed by setting the GE threshold to 3% of the 
estimated mean period (th = 0.03 T0E). This is somewhat more strict than values pre-
viously reported (5-20%) but this threshold is also used for checking the SLcond and 
SRcond, and lower values prevent unnecessary adjustments. In addition to the reliabil-
ity measures produced by the alignment procedure (GE, PI, PD, SR and SL), the 
values for the accuracy measures α and β were also calculated. To better appraise the 
effect of the alignment procedure, α and β were obtained for the contours before and 
after the alignment. PDAs methods are denoted Mil [9], Tit [3], and Med [23]. 
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Table 1. Results of the DTW procedure for the three PDAs tested 

Accuracy Measures Reliability Measures 
 

|αd-αr| |αd’-αr’| β β’ GE SR SI PI PD 

Mil 0.45 0.41 3.19 1.43 164 14 14 2 - 
Tit 0.39 0.40 2.71 1.31 139 15 10 1 - 
Med 0.40 0.40 2.82 1.32 123 10 11 1 - 

The inadequacy of jitter measures to evaluate contours similarities is confirmed 
from the results of the accuracy measures. No significant change is observed between 
results before and after the alignment, while β is approximately reduced to the half. 
The reliability measures obtained, as well as the reduction in β, demonstrate the oc-
currence of the described shifts. The occurrence of PIs is caused by some missing 
pulses in the real signals, while the PDAs are forced to detect pulses in those places. 
The measures of reliability produced by the DTW algorithm should be seen as an 
initial performance measure for a given PDA under evaluation. 

Regarding the performance of the PDAs, there is no definitive superiority of any of 
the three, although “Med” seems to commit fewer errors, according to the results of 
reliability measures. 

5   Conclusions 

The proposed DTW procedure produced an increment in contour similarities (re-
duction of β to the half) and demonstrated the occurrence of shifts in practice. The 
measures of performance obtained can serve as an initial indicator of the PDAs 
performance, and the aligned Td contour used for accuracy measures. 

Other choices for the parameters of the DTW procedure (threshold values, number 
of pulses checked, etc.) should be evaluated in future works. The determination of the 
actual superiority of a given PDA would require the use of synthetic signals, with 
more precise reference contours. This can be the objective of a lengthier paper. 
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